Fidelity Freedom Target-Date Fund Series Report

Executive Summary

**Key Features**
- **Asset-Weighted Expense Ratio**: 0.61%
- **Active/Passive Exposure**: 99% Active
- **Open/Closed Architecture**: 98% Closed
- **Total Net Assets ($M)**: 167,163

**Key Features**
- Likely to outperform over the long term on a risk-adjusted basis.
- Fidelity's diversified asset mix has shielded it from steady outflows from its active U.S. equity funds, with its taxable bond, international equity, and low-priced index offerings attracting assets.

**Morningstar Analyst Rating**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Management has strengthened the approach behind this series with sound research and oversight, inspiring confidence that the series will see proactive improvements going forward rather than the reactionary changes of the past. The series earns a Positive Process rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Price</td>
<td>The funds in the Fidelity Freedom series don’t have a clear fee advantage, but their generally competitive pricing supports a Neutral Price rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Performance for the Fidelity Freedom series has improved since undergoing material changes, but its middling rank over the long run supports a Neutral Performance rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>People</td>
<td>This series’ management team appears to have stabilized, and Fidelity’s top managers can be found among its underlying funds. Both these aspects drive the series’ Positive People rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>Fidelity isn’t without challenges but remains well positioned enough to compete in a changing industry. The firm’s diversified asset mix has shielded it from steady outflows from its active U.S. equity funds, with its taxable bond, international equity, and low-priced index offerings attracting assets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Morningstar Analyst Rating**

**Morningstar Opinion**

The future for the Fidelity Freedom Funds looks promising as this target-date series has both proactive oversight and an exceptional lineup of underlying stock and bond funds. The series retains its Morningstar Analyst Rating of Silver.

The series’ management appears to have stabilized, and the target-date managers benefit from renewed firm commitment and an abundance of resources. Fidelity hired Brett Sumson as a comanager in January 2014. Sumson joined Andrew Dierdorf, who became comanager on this series in June 2011, and the duo just reached the five-year mark. They receive extensive support from the firm’s growing asset-allocation team.

The target-date managers have made prudent, research-backed moves in setting the series’ target mix of assets, deciding when to deviate from those targets, and selecting the underlying strategies. In 2018, they proactively added strategic exposure to Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities and long-term U.S. Treasuries to address both the risk of inflation and deflation. This move lowered equity exposure by up to 4 percentage points for investors in retirement. In August 2014, the managers began tactically shifting the portfolios based on their one- to five-year views. Thus far, the managers have augmented returns through those shifts while staying within tight tracking error bands.

A look through to the underlying holdings reveals an impressive bunch of skilled active managers in both stocks and bonds. Investors early in their careers have sizable exposure to Fidelity’s top-tier equity managers. For instance, strategies run by Steve Wymer, Joel Tillinghast, and Will Danoff accounted for nearly one fourth of Freedom 2050’s assets as of November 2018, and these managers run retail versions of their strategies that receive Morningstar Analyst Ratings of Silver. Meanwhile, investors who have arrived at their target retirement date also can be confident in Fidelity’s highly regarded bond-investing capabilities.

Although not all the series’ underlying holdings are standout strategies, the lineup remains strong.
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The Five (5) Pillars

Morningstar has identified five key areas that we believe are crucial to predicting the future success of funds: People, Parent, Process, Performance, and Price. Each pillar is evaluated when assessing a fund as follows:

People
The overall quality of a target-date fund series’ investment team is a significant key to its ability to deliver superior performance relative to its benchmark and/or peers. Evaluating a target-date fund series’ investment team requires that analysts assess several relevant issues including how key decisions are made.

Parent
We believe the parent organization is of utmost importance in evaluating a target-date fund series. The target-date fund series’ management set the tone for key elements of our evaluation, including capacity management, risk management, recruitment and retention of talent, and incentive pay. Beyond these operational areas, we prefer firms that have a culture of stewardship and put investors first to those that are too heavily weighted to salesmanship.

Process
We look for target-date fund series with a performance objective and investment process for both security selection and portfolio construction that is sensible, clearly defined, and repeatable. In addition, the portfolio should be constructed in a manner that is consistent with the investment process and performance objective.
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